
                         

Sample: MATLAB
Overview:
The basic goal of this project is to create a high quality 3d model of an object. In my case, I have planned 
to use a teapot as a reference object. By capturing multiple graycode projected views at different angles 
multiple 3d scans are created. These 3d scans are then cleaned through some mesh cleaning treatment 
techniques which are taught in this course. After cleanup routine, each 3d scan is then aligned to one 3d 
scan orientation. And through reconstruction technique like Poisson based reconstruction all the 3d 
meshes are combined to create a single 3d structure of my scene.

Description:
The project follows a pipeline in which each step occurs in a sequence. These steps are:

1- Gathering set of images with graycode projections.

2- Creating 3d scan for each image set.

3- Cleaning each 3d mesh through several techniques.

4- Aligning 3d scans using Meshlab.

5- Merging of 3d scans through Poisson reconstruction technique.

Each of these steps are described in detail below:

Gathering set of images with graycode projections:
To create 3d model of an object Iwas first required to capture image of that object from unique 
perspective. The method is to capture images from different perspectives each time which a certain 
overlap in the captured region of the object. For each perspective, I employ a 3d scanning by projecting 
graycode pattern over the object using projector and then recording the image from two cameras 
separated with some distance. The 3d coordinates are then triangulated at a later stage explained in the 
next section. 

I have used dataset of “teapot” available in the project resource section. It contains 8 sets of images 
captures and calibration captures. Each set contains images captured through left and right camera of 
the object arranged in some unique orientation. The image sets from each camera contains images with 
graycode projected over the object which collectively assign unique value to each feature point in the 
scene. In addition to it, the set is provided with two colored images with and without the object which 
can be effectively utilized to mask the region where object is placed. The calibration captures includes 
images captured of a checkerboard pattern with 8 different orientations by left and right cameras. 

Creating 3d scans for each image set:
To create each 3d scan the cameras must be calibrated to compute extrinsic parameters (i.e. rotation and
translation). With “teapot” dataset, Iam also provided with focal length and camera center information 



of the camera. Using this information, the extrinsic parameters can iteratively be computed through 
least square optimization. 

To find rotation and translation of camera with respect to each other I first find rotation and translation 
of the camera with respect to the origin of the checkerboard pattern. The upper right corner as can be 
seen in Figure 1 is considered as origin of the 3d world. 

Figure 1 Checkerboard pattern captured from left camera with origin marked with red dot

Since, the checkerboard is planar therefore I assume that z-axis is zero throughout the plane extending x 
and y axis in horizontal and vertical directions respectively. With the help of Harris corner detector and 
user-interaction to pick the extreme 4 corners in anti-clock wise direction, the location of 7x10 corners 
are robustly estimated. With this information given, a regular mesh of 7x10 can be iteratively mapped to 
match the locations of 7x10 projected point through homography. And the homography matrix which 
gives the minimum Euclidean error between points gives the rotation and translation of the camera with
respect to the checkerboard pattern.

Figure 2 At 1st iteration Figure 3 At 6th iteration Figure 4At 11th iteration Figure 5 At 16th iteration



                         

Figure 6 At minimum error between actual and projection of estimated 3d points

For each camera, I do this calibration process to estimate rotation and translation for each of the camera
with respect to a common origin i.e. checkerboard pattern’s top-left corner.

After camera calibration, each set of images illuminated with graycode pattern. The nature of pattern is 
binary and each image is provided with its inverted projection image pair to robustly assign binary value 
based on the sign of its difference. The set is further decoded by concatenating the intensity on same 
pixel locations of different images according to its significance. As the image is encoded in graycode, 
therefore the decimal value obtained is converted into binary through standard procedure. Together 
vertical and horizontal projection patterns assign each 3d counterpart of projected point on the image 
specific intensity, which can be read and matched in both camera for efficient triangulation.

The good pixels among the set of triangulated points are characterize when the difference between 
inverted and non-inverted projection is greater than some threshold. Moreover, to pick only the regions 
belonging to the 3d object, colored images are utilized to mask out those pixels that do not belong to the
object. Finally, the colors of each of the triangulated point is recorded by averaging the intensities in 
both images.

Figure 7Decoded gray code image captured by left camera Figure 8 Area of interest extracted by taking difference of
RGB images with and without background.



Figure 9 Decoded gray code image masked with area of
interest (left camera).

Figure 10 Decoded gray code image masked with area of
interest (right camera).

Figure 11 Point cloud generated by triangulating intersecting intensity of decoded graycode images of left and right cameras.

Cleaning each 3d mesh through several techniques:
As can be seen, there are certain 3d triangulated points in the scene that does not represent real object. 
It may have appeared due to wrong mismatch of pixels between left and right images resulting in an 
errored location of the voxel.

I treat the 3d point cloud through the following ways:



                         
1. Removing 3d point lying outside the 3d boundary.

2. Removing those 3d points which are far away from its neighbors.

3. Removing points creating long-edges of triangle in the 3d triangulated mesh.

All these above methods are implemented using my knowledge and experience with assignment 4. 

The resulting 3d point cloud is used to create 3d surface using Delaunay triangulation. The resulting 3d 
surface is effected with noise, therefore the 3d mesh initially constructed will have rough surface. A 
smoothing operation which relocates the 3d point location with the average of its neighbors will give a 
smoother surface.

Figure 12 Reconstructed 3d scan without smoothing Figure 13 Reconstructed 3d scan with smoothing

Therefore, for each set of images I obtained 3d scan for the object from that perspective. In total, I have 
8 set of images, which will create 8 3d scans of the object. These scans can be combined and merged 
together to create a complete 3d model if proper translations and rotations are known between them. 
The generated 3d scans are shown in Figure 14.



Figure 14 8 3d scans created using 8 set of images

Aligning 3d scans using Meshlab:
The 3d scans generated in the previous step have different orientations with respect to each other. To 
create a full 3d model all these scans must be aligned at first stage. For this task I used an open source 
software namely “Meshlab”. In this software I can import multiple “3d meshes” and then align them 
through user interaction and ICP algorithm. The process is divided in the following steps.

1. From MATLAB, the 3d point cloud, its triangulated mesh and color of the point cloud is used to 
create “. ply” file which is a supported format by Meshlab, by using the code given in the project 
resource section.

2. For each of the 3d scan ply files are generated.

3. These ply files are imported in Meshlab software.

4. For initial point based alignment one mesh is taken as a reference and by picking up multiple 
matching 3d points in both the meshes they become approximately aligned.



                         
5. For perfect alignment after initial alignment step, an iterative algorithm ICP is used which is 

already provided in Meshlab.

6. For final reconstruction, all the 3d meshes are merged then exported as ply file among with the 
information of its normal.

The alignment of the 3d scans was difficult when I have less number of accurate matches. Moreover, I 
believe that if more scan set are available with more finer orientations the 3d reconstruction would have
been more accurate.

Figure 15 Aligned 3d scans without Poisson reconstruction.

Merging of 3d scans through Poisson reconstruction technique:
PLY file which is exported by Meshlab is in raw form although it contains aligned 3d scans but due to 
non-uniform lightning the artifacts can be seen in the 3d model as shown in Figure 15. To overcome this 
issue a proper reconstruction is required which creates a complete 3d representation by using the 
information provided in the ply file exported by Meshlab. For this reason, I have used an open-source 
software which takes ply file as an input argument and implement Poisson based reconstruction to 
create a complete 3d model of my object. The original Poisson Reconstruction algorithm can be invoked 
by calling this in command prompt.

PoissonRecon --in res.ply --out res1.ply --depth 10 --color 16 –density

The resulting 3d model can be seen in Figure 16.



Figure 16Different views of reconstructed 3d model using Poisson method.

Assessment and Evaluation:   
The task was challenging in a sense that it helped us in learning new tools such as Meshlab and 3d 
reconstruction software. Based upon my knowledge of previous assignment it was easy to compile all of 
them into this project to create multiple 3d scans. The part which takes most time in this project is the 
alignment section. I was initially figuring out ways through which alignment can be achieved directly in 
MATLAB but it seemed to be more difficult as it requires a separate tool to select 3d points then 
extracting out rotation and translation based on the matching points and then use ICP within MATLAB to 
align the scans. This proved to be more time consuming therefore I finally decided to opt for Meshlab 
based alignment which initially took time due to learning this software but helped in more better 
reconstruction at a later stage. I consider the reconstructed 3d model is not best up to my knowledge as 
we can observe the handle of the teapot is not properly reconstructed. It may be a reason that I have 
less number of 3d point cloud in that region which may have resulted due to reckless filtering of outliers 
in the 3d scans. This thing can be further improved I believe if more 3d scans are available at finer 
orientations.



                         

Appendix:
The project is implemented in MATLAB with some function completely self-written, some are the 
modified ones, and some are provided by the professor.

1. Demoscript.m – It is the main file which executes calibration, 3d scans reconstruction, cleaning 
of meshes, smoothing meshes and finally to generate .ply file for further processing.

2. calibrate_ext2.m – is a modified version of one which was already provided. It calibrates the 
camera by finding out extrinsic parameter provided only single image of checkerboard pattern 
with focal length and camera centers. The limits of optimization are edited to extend the search 
range.

3. Mapgrid.m - This function takes an image containing a grid of corners and with some user help, 
locates all the corners in the grid and returns the grid corner image coordinates in a canonical 
order.

4. project_error_ext.m – Provided by professor, this function projects 3d points over 2d surface 
using known camera parameters and then returns an error between actual projected points and 
points projected using known camera parameters. This is used in optimization problem to figure 
out rotation and translation of the camera.

5. Reconstruct.m – This function is a modified version and triangulates 3d points using graycode 
projection and two image captures from left and right cameras. In this function I added up the 
functionality of picking only the points belonging to the object only.

6. Triangulate.m – Part of the previous implementation done in assignment 4.

7. nbr_error.m – Provided by professor to compute distance of 3d point to its neighbors.

8. Tri_error.m – Provided by professor to compute distance of longest edge of the triangle in 
triangulated mesh.

9. nbr_smooth.m – Provided by professor which makes the 3d surface smoother, which forms more
actual representation of the 3d object.

10. mesh_2_ply.m – Provided by professor, which is used to create “.ply” model file which can be 
imported to Meshlab using 3d mesh information.
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